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Abstract. The observational tests to check the concept of nonthermal par-
ticle generation in the vicinity of OB associations embedded in a superbub-
ble (SB) are discussed. Acceleration of nonthermal charged particles is ex-
pected to be very efficient due to powerful energy release by supernovae and 
colliding stellar winds. The distinctive features of the SB's emission spectra 
due to nonthermal particle interaction with gas, dust and electromagnetic 
fields are summarized. 

1. Introduction 

A study of superbubbles and supershells created by stellar winds and multi-
ple supernova explosions in an OB association attracts great attention (see 
e.g. Heiles (1990), Rand & van der Hülst, (1993), Yang & Skillman, (1993)). 
The possibilities of acceleration of nonthermal particles in the vicinity of 
an OB-association have been considered in detail by Bykov (1992), Bykov 
& Fleishman (1993). The model of particle acceleration has been proposed 
where the interaction of charged particles with an ensemble of shocks and 
violent large scale plasma motions inside the bubble was included. The 
nonthermal charged particle acceleration is expected to be very efficient 
especially after the explosions of a few supernova in the association. The 
particle acceleration time is not exceed of 3 X 10 5 yr for typical superbub-
ble conditions. Some tens of percent of the kinetic energy released by early 
type stars and supernovae can be converted to the nonthermal particles. 
The spectra of accelerated particles are very hard at the energy range up to 
a few tens of MeV per nucléon F(p)p2 dp ~ Nnth p~x dp and then become 
steeper (here F(p) - is the distribution function of energetic particles in 
momentum space). 
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2. Nonthermal emission from O B associations 

Here we present the list of expected observable consequences of the interac-
tion of nonthermal particles with magnetic and UV radiation fields inside 
the SB and with gas and dust of surrounding supershell. 

1) Synchrotron radio emission with flat spectrum up to a few hundreds 
MHz or GHz and of steeper radio spectrum (with spectral index of ~ 0.5 — 
0.8) below. Some low degree of polarization is expected from that sources. 

2) Hard continuum gamma ray emission due to nonthermal proton and 
electron interaction with HI shell (see Bykov & Fleishman, 1993). 

3) Gamma - line emission (OAMeV — lOMeV). Gamma ray in the 
3 - 7 MeV range has been detected recently by COMPTEL telescope 
from Orion complex (Bloemen et al,(1994) and could be identified with 
deexcitation Unes from nonthermal nuclei which accelerated within bubble 
and interacted with dense clouds just in vicinity of SB (Bykov & Bloemen, 
1994). 

4) Optical emission of Hell due to recombination of doubly ionized 
helium and from the process H+ +He-+H+ + He+* + e . Optical Une 
of Hell λ 4686 A wiU be most prominent as it is in the case of some HII 
regions observed by Garnett et al (1991). 

5) Some distinctive spectral features of the IR emission may appear 
due to stochastic heating of small grains within a dense sheUs (or nearby 
clouds) by nonthermal protons and nuclei with energies up to hundreds 
MeV. Bozhokin & Bykov, 1995, (in preparation) calculated IR spectra due 
to heating of the carbon dust grains population of temperature 10 Κ and 
25 Κ with MRN size distribution by nonthermal protons. We expect that 
the effect of dust heating by nonthermal particles is important for rather 
old SB without bright stars and with numerous supernova events located 
in the outer part of the Milky Way or in the other galaxies. 
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